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ON A THEOREM OF FELL

ROBERT C. BUSBY

Abstract. Fell has proved that the process of inducing repre-

sentations of a locally compact group from representations of

closed subgroups is a continuous process if topologies are defined on

the spaces of representations in the right way. As a corollary he

shows that inducing preserves weak containment. This paper gen-

eralizes Fell's results to twisted group algebras. These algebras gen-

eralize the idea of the group algebra of a group extension, and the

concept of induced representation extends in a natural way. We

show that Fell's results will hold if the "cocycle pair" defining the

twisting of the algebra is sufficiently continuous.

Preliminaries. In [4] and [5], Fell discussed weak containment

properties of induced representations of groups, and in particular he

discussed the continuity of the inducing construction with respect to

two topologies related to weak containment. Group algebras of group

extensions are special cases of twisted group algebras as defined in

[l ], and in [l ] the concept of induced representation was extended to

these algebras. It is desirable to extend some of Fell's results, especially

his main continuity theorem [4, Theorem 4.1], to the more general

case. Such results are needed for the example in [2 ] in the study of the

compactness of induced representations. We prove this extension in

the present note.

Throughout this paper, G will be a fixed second countable, locally

compact group with left Haar measure p. and corresponding modular

function A, and A will be a fixed separable Banach *-algebra with a

bounded, two-sided approximate identity. Let MiA) and ^(A)

denote respectively the double centralizer algebra of A and the group

of unitaries in MiA), each of these having the strict topology (see [l ]

for definitions), and let Auti(4) be the group of isometric ^auto-

morphisms of A with the pointwise convergence topology. A twisting

pair for (G, A) is a pair (P, a) where a:GXG-»1l(i) and T:G—>

Auti(A) are Borel functions such that:

(1) T(x)aiy, z)aix, yz)=aix, y)aixy, z) (the common value of

these expressions will from now on be denoted j3(x, y, z)).

(2) iTix)Tiy)a)aix, y) =a(x, y)(T(xy)a);a(x, e) =a(e, y) =P
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(3) There is a neighborhood N of e on G such that the restrictions

of Pand atoN and NXN respectively are continuous.

(4) For each x in G there is a neighborhood Nx of e in G such that

ß(x-1, y, x) is continuous in Nx as a function of y.

In all the above, x, y, z are in G, a is in A, e is the identity in G, and /

is the identity in M (A).

In [l], twisting pair was defined without the continuity conditions

(3) and (4) above, but it does not seem possible to generalize Fell's

theorem without some continuity condition. Our assumptions in this

direction are fairly weak, and in the special case of a group extension

they are implied by the existence of a cross-section continuous in a

neighborhood of the identity (this exists for instance when the groups

are Lie groups).

The Banach space L1(G, A) oí Bochner integrable, A -valued func-

tions becomes a Banach *-algebra if for/, h in Ll(G, A) and x, y in G

we define:

(5) (foh)(x) = fa f(y)(T(y)g(y-^x))a(y, y~ix)dß(y) and
(6) /*(*) =a(x, s-TCPW/Cx-'nAOe)1'2.

The resulting algebra, denoted L1(G, A; T, a), is called a twisted

group algebra. If p'.G-^^A) is Borel, we can define a new twisting

pair (Tp, ctp) by letting Tp(x)a = p(x)(T(x)a)p(x)* and ctp(x, y)

= p(x)(T(x)p(y))a(x, y)p(xy)*. Then the map^ from L1(G, A; T,a)

to L1(G, A; Tp, otp) defined by <&P(f)(x) =f(x)p(x)* is an isometric
■"-isomorphism. We say that two pairs (P, a) and (T', a') are equi-

valent if there is a mapping p as above such that (Tr, a') = (Tp, ap).

Finally, let ir be a representation (i.e. nondegenerate *-representa-

tion) of A on a Hubert space H, let 3C = P2(G, H), the space of Bochner

square-integrable (resp. ß) functions, and define, for each x in G and a

in A, operators UT(x) and ñ (a) on 3C by :

(7) (U'(x)h)(y) =ir(a(y, x))h(yx)A(xy2,

(8) (T(a)h)(x)=ir(T(x)a)h(x).

We then define the representation II of L1(G, A;T,a) induced from

t by letting U(f) = Ja ir(f(x)) UT(x)dß(x). In the future we will some-

times denote the representation induced from t by I(ir). If (Tp, ap) is a

pair constructed from (P, a) as above, then t also induces a repre-

sentation Ip(w) of L1(G, A ; Tp, ap). It is shown in [3] that Ip(ir)o$p is

unitarily equivalent with I(ir) and that this equivalence is produced

by the unitary SF,,, where if A£3C, typ(h)(x) =ir(p(x))h(x). Notice that

both <£„ and ^p leave the domains of definition of the functions on

which they operate pointwise fixed.

2. The main result. We retain in this section, all definitions, nota-

tions, and conventions of §1.
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Lemma 1. There is a neighborhood base 03 for the identity e of G con-

sisting of sets V such that :

(a) V is open, relatively compact, and symmetric.

(b) If n is a positive integer and the symbol bd denotes boundary, then

u(hd(Vn))=0.

Proof. Pick a translation invariant metric d on G (see [ó]), and for

all real numbers l^r>0 let U, (resp. CT) be the open (resp. closed)

sphere of radius r about e (note that we need not have Ur= Cr). We

may also choose d so that Ci is compact. It is trivial that if n is as

above, (Ur)n = \J,<r(U,)n and (Cr)n = n»>r (£/,)". Define a real valued

function of the positive variable r by letting fn(r) = u(U^), and note

that for each n, /„ is a monotone function and so is continuous except

for a countable set. If /„ is continuous at a point r, the set theoretic

inequalities written above yield the fact that Sr=(Cr)n — (UT)n (set

theoretic difference) has Haar measure zero.

Since (UT)n is open and (Cr)n is closed (since it is compact), the

boundary of (UT)n must be contained in ST and so has measure zero.

Define 03 to be the set of all open spheres having as radius a number

where each/„ is continuous. Even on the real line there are open sets

which have boundaries that are compact and have positive measure.

The above lemma lets us ignore them.

The next lemma is technical and a little awkward, but it is the main

tool for this paper and promises to be helpful in future technical con-

structions for twisted group algebras. It squeezes enough local con-

tinuity out of a (given our rather weak assumptions) to enable us to

use some of the usual approximation tricks of analysis.

Lemma 2. Let s EG. There exist: (I) a neighborhood U of s and a com-

pact set A' of measure zero (depending on s), (2) for each t in the com-

plement of A', a neighborhood Vt of t and a Bor el function pt from G

to 11 (A) iboth depending on s and t) such that:

(a) atix, y) is continuous for x in Vt and y in U, and

(b) Ttix) is continuous for x in UVJ Vt.

Here (P,, at) is the pair constructed from (P, a) through pt.

(c) Ph(x) =pt,(x) for all x in U, h and t2 in the complement of A'.

Proof. Suppose first that s is not the identity. Choose W from 03

(see Lemma 1) such that W*Js-lW*sKJsW*s~lCNr\N„ and s^WK

Let U = sW and A' =hd(U)[Uhd(UU~1) (which has measure zero by

hypothesis), and suppose that tEA'. We consider cases.

Case 1. tE UKJUU-1. Our hypotheses imply that we can choose a

symmetric neighborhood V of e such that
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(1) F2fW=0,
(2) tvunu=0,
(3) tvr\u=0,
(4) s-^VsEN,

(5) VEN,.
Each of these things is possible either because of our assumptions on s

or the fact that / is not in U, UU'1, or the boundaries of these sets.

(1), (2), and (3) tell us that the three sets / V, U, and/ VU are mutually

disjoint. We then define pt as follows: if x = tv is in tV, let pt(x)

= a(t, v); if x = sw is in U, let pt(x)=a(s, w); if x — tsw' (with w'

Es~1VsW) is in tVU (and every point in tFt/can be written this way

uniquely) then we let p¡ix)=aits, w'). At all other points, pt is the

identity in MiA). Now suppose that xEtV, and y EU, say x = tv and

y = sw. We compute «((x, y) :

a¡(*,y) = (by definition) pt(x)(T(x)pt(y))a(x, y)ptixy)*

= a(/, v)iTitv)ais, w))aitv, sw)aits, w')*    (where w' = s~hsw)

= (r(Or(t')a(s, w))ait, v)aitv, sw)aits, w')*

= (r(/)r(i»)a(i, w))(r(0a(i', sw))ait, vsw)ails, w')*

= Tit)io¿iv, s)aivs, w))ait, vsw)aits, w')*

= r(/)(a(f, s)a(í«, w))iTit)o¡is, s~hsw)*)ait, s)

- Tit)iaiv, s)a(s, í_1)*(a(í, í-1)«(*> í_1kí)*)

• (a(í, j-1í>í)o¡(»s, w) a(í, í_1Díw)*))a(¿, j)

= r(0(«(», i)(r(5)a(í-1, í)*)(r(j)«(j-s «»(r^M-r-1«, »)))«(<> 5)

= rWrWínj)-1«!», s)a(s~l, s)*a(s~\ vs)ais-1vs, w))a(t, s)

= T(t)T(s)(a(s-\ j)*((T(í-1)a(», s))a(ir-1, i>s))<*(*_1™, w))a(t, s)

= r(/)r(í)(a(i-1, i)*/^"1, v, s)ais-hs, w))a(t, s).

Since a is continuous on 5_1FsX W and j3(s_1, î», 5) is continuous for

v in V, and since s and t are constant, a((x, y) is continuous in F, X U,

where Vt = tV. A simple computation also shows that if x is in tV,

Ttix) = Tit)Tiv), and similarly in U; thus P. is continuous in FAJÎ7.

Having illustrated the point we will spare the reader most of the

details for the other cases. In case two we have tEUU^1, and we

note that UU~l, U, and sW3 are mutually disjoint (since s(£ Wb). If

x is in UU~X and y is in U, xy is in sW3. We let ptiy) —ais, w) if y

= sw is in P, and ptiz) =o;(5, to') if z = sw/ is in sW3. Otherwise pt is the

identity. Again a long computation shows that if x is in UU~l and y

is in U, then a((x, y) = P(s)(a(s-1, s)*j8(s-1, x, s)ais~lxs, w)) and since
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a is continuous on W2XW and sW2s~lEN„ at is continuous on Vt

X U where Vt = UU~X. Tt is continuous on V^J U as before.

In the final case, tEU. Our assumptions show that U2C\U= 0. If

x = 5wisin U, letpt(x) =a(s, w), and if x = s2w' is in U2 (w'Es~1WsW)

let pt(x) =a(s2, w'). If x and y are in U, x = swi, y = sw2, at(x, y)

= a(s, s)T(s2)(a(s-1, s)*ß(s~1, wx, s)a(s~lWiS, w2)), and again our

assumptions show that at is continuous on VtX U where Vt— U, and

Tt is continuous on V^JU. In all three cases, condition (c) clearly

holds by construction. This completes the proof if s^e. If s = e,

different but analogous (and somewhat easier) computations yield

the same conclusions. We will leave the details of this case to the

reader.

Now suppose that for each point x in G, with the exception of a

set A' of measure zero, we are given an open neighborhood Ux of x

and a set Sx of functions with supports in Ux such that Sx is dense in

LV(UX, B, ßx), where P is a Banach space and ßx is the restriction of

Haar measureß to Ux. Lv(Ux, B, ßx) has the usual meaning.

Lemma 3. The set S of finite linear combinations of functions in the

sets Sxform a dense set in LV(G, B, ß) (under the obvious inclusion of the

spaces Lp(Ux, B, ßx) in LV(G, B, ß)).

Proof. By the classical method of Vitali, we can find a set M with

complement of Haar measure zero such that M is covered by a dis-

joint union S of open sets, each of which is a subset of some Ux (M

may be taken to include the set A'). It is clear that any function/ in

LV(G, B, ß) can be written as a converging series 23"-i/n where each

/„ is the restriction of / to some set in the covering. Each /„ can then

be approximated by functions in some Sx, and the lemma follows.

We remark that linear combinations of functions f®b, b in B and

/positive real valued continuous, where (f®b)(x) =f(x)b, are dense in

LP(G, B, ß) (and for any x and functions/ with support in Ux these

combinations are dense in Lp(Ux, B, ßx)). This fact can easily be seen

to be true from material in the integration section of Dunford and

Schwartz, vol. I, so the proof is complete.

Now suppose that (ttj)jsj is a net offrepresentations of A on a

Hubert space H and that there is a representation w of A on H such

that ||iry(a)¿— ir(a)¿;||—>0as/—»oo for each a in A and £ in H.

Lemma 4. Let U and V be open, relatively compact sets in G such that

a is continuous on UXV, and T is continuous on U\J V, where (T, a) is

a twisting pair for (G, A). Then ifF'is in P1(V', A) and Vis in L2(V, H)

(both   with   respect   to   Haar   measure)   we   have   (I(ttj)(F)T\T)-^
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(I(it)(F)T\T) as j—»oo (/ is the inducing operation and in any Hubert

space ( \  ) is inner product).

Proof. Let F = a®f where / is continuous and real valued with

support in U and a is in A. Also let r=i;<8>7 where y is continuous

and real valued with support in V and %EH. Then we have:

((I(tj)(F))T)(x) =  f rj(T(x)a)Tj(a(x,ymf(y)y(xy)A(yyi2dß(y)

and similarly for ((I(ir)(F))T)(x). Thus we have

((I(Tj)(F)-I(*)(F))T\T)

(*) =  (   f ((*ÁT(x)aa(x, y)) - ir(T(x)aa(x,y)))l;\ 0

■f(y)y(xy)y(x)a(yyi2dß(y)dß(x).

By choice of / and 7, we see that the integrand vanishes unless

y EU and xEV and in these sets the functions P and a are continu-

ous. Partition UX V into disjoint Borel sets Mq such that the varia-

tion of the function T(x)aa(x, y) is less than e/3 in each such set.

Let at= T(xq)aa(xq, yq) for some fixed point (xq, yq) in each Mq,

and choose jo so large that, if j>jo, ||7Tj(ize) — 7t(ö,)|| <e/3 for all q.

It follows by the usual approximation argument that, if j>jo,

xEV,yEU, then

\\irj(T(x)aa(x, y)) - ir(T(x)aa(x, y))\\ < «.

Then the absolute value of the quantity (*) above does not exceed

elklli||/H«>IMI«>-^' where M is the maximum of the function A on the

(compact) closure of U. Since e can be chosen arbitrarily, we see that

(7(x3)(P)r|r)-»(/(7r)(F)r|r) as j-»«>. We have remarked previ-

ously that linear combinations of functions such as P and T given

above are dense in Ll(U, A) and L2(V, H) respectively, and so the

linearity and continuity of the integration involved shows that the

above conclusions hold for any F in Ll(U, A) and T in L2(V, H).

Lemma 5. If (ttj)jej and t are as above, then for any F in

L\G, A;T,a) and T in L2(G, H) we have (I(ttj) (F)T | r)-+(P(7r) (F)T\ T)
asj-*<x>.

Proof. Fix 5 in G and let A', U, tEA', Vt, and (at, Tt) be as in

Lemma 2. Since (a», Tt) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4 on

UX Vt, we see that

(P(7T;)(F)r I T) -+ (IM(F)T I T)        as/ -+ » for all F in Ll(U, A)
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and T in P2(F(, H) (where It is the operation of inducing up to

L1iG, A; Tt, a,)). Now the isometry $, of L^G, A; T, a) to

LliG, A ; Tt, at) and the unitary tyt which, for any representation 7r

of A, induces an equivalence between /(tt) and P(7r) o$(, both

preserve the supports of the functions on which they operate (see the

discussion at the start of this paper). It follows from this that if F is in

PHP, A) and T is in P2(F„ H) then lim,^ (7(.7r;)(P)r|r)

= (7(7r)(F)r|r). Lemma 3 applied to functions T in P2(G, H) which

have support in the set Vt for some t not in A' tells us that

limy.« (7(7ry)(P)r|r) = (7(7r)(P)r|r) for every V in P2(G, H) and F

in Pl(P> A). We finally let í and U vary and apply Lemma 3 to func-

tions in L1iG, A) with supports in the various sets U. This com-

pletes the proof of the lemma.

We refer the reader to [4] for the definitions of inner hull-kernel

and quotient topologies on the family of representations of an algebra

(or group). Now that we have Lemma 5, we can prove our main

theorem just as Fell proved Theorem 4.1 of [4]. We refer, the reader

to Fell's proof and merely sketch the results in our context.

Theorem 1. The map I from representations of A to those of

L1iG, A; T, a) is continuous when each of these sets is given the inner

hull-kernel topology.

Proof. Suppose that 5 is a set of representations of A and 7r is in

the inner hull-kernel closure of 5. As Fell shows, we may assume that

tt and the representations in S are all on the same separable Hubert

space H, and that there is a net v¡ in 5 which converges to 7r in the

quotient topology, that is for a in A and £ in H, l|ir/(a)£—7r(a)£||—»0

asj'-»oo. Lemma 5 then tells us that (I(wj)(F)T\T)^(I(w)(F)T\T)

as/—*» for F in L1(G, A; T, a) and T in P2(G, H). Reasoning with

algebras as Fell does with groups, we conclude that ii (¡>i, • • • , <bn

are positive functionals on L1(G, A; T, a) associated with the repre-

sentation I (it) , then there are positive functionals xpi, ■ • ■ , \pn asso-

ciated with I(S) such that |d>i(F) — ̂,(P)| <e, i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, for any

previously chosen e. Thus Iiw) is in the inner hull-kernel closure of

7(5), and we are done. The following corollary follows as in [4].

Corollary I. If it is weakly contained in a family S iall are repre-

sentations of A), then 7(ir) is weakly contained in the family 7(5).
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